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A Review of Projects In 2006
St. Helen - Howard Beach, New York
Rev. Msgr. Richard E. Marchese, Pastor

St. Helen - Howard Beach, New York
Rev. Msgr. Richard E. Marchese, Pastor

Before
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The rear wall of the sanctuary was redesigned to
receive the newly relocated tabernacle and is adorned
by angels produced by iconographers Starroula &
Kostas D. Skordelis. The Celebrants Chair was modified and relocated to the right wall on a raised platform. The sanctuary platform was angled and modified to receive porcelain tile. Bottom Left: Manuel
Sande, Eugene Schroeder and Juan Vasquez relocate
the pedestal for the tabernacle. Bottom Right: The
existing Altar was modified to receive the placement
of the Last Supper.

Sts. Simon & Jude - Brooklyn, NY
Rev. Gregory A. Stankus, Pastor

The interior restoration work included the cleaning and polishing of the beautiful mosaic adorning the rear wall
of the sanctuary. Complimentary colors were introduced to the surrounding walls to further enhance the aesthetic appearance of this mosaic. Middle Left: A new top was installed on the newly redesigned Ambo. All original Sanctuary appointments were cleaned and polished.

Confessionals were transformed into the Statue Shrines
areas pictured below. A complimentary background
color was introduced to each silhouette mosaic Station
of the Cross along with a gold stripe to further augment
each figure.
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St. Joseph - New London, CT
Rev. Joseph Castaldi, Pastor

A new color scheme was introduced with a combination of decorative effects to highlight the architecture of this
beautiful Church. The mosaic within the sanctuary was repaired, cleaned and polished. The sanctuary area was
completely restored including the gold background ornamentation and all decorative effects within the Sanctuary
ceiling area as well as the vertical front arch leading into sanctuary; this artwork is part of the old, traditional
Church decoration and deserved total restoration. The pews were refinished, the organ pipes were painted using
gold lacquer and new lighting was installed for better illumination.
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St. Joseph - New London, CT
Rev. Joseph Castaldi, Pastor

All decorative effects within the sanctuary ceiling
were redone.

The ceilings of the Church were washed and restored
completely including all decorative effects, repainting
of all blue field areas as well as the washing and varnishing of all beam and wood extrusions.

Gold accents on all moldings, capitals and medallions
were introduced to further enhance the architectural
beauty within this Church.

New decorative effects were
introduced within the side
Shrine areas left and right of
the sanctuary platform
Eugene Schroeder (Bottom
Left) executes Sanctuary ceiling restoration work Fernando Canosa and Rubis Vasquez
assist in the installation of
extensive scaffold.
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Congregation Beth Israel - West Hartford, CT
Mr. Eric J. Lessne, House Committee Chairman

The synagogue interior restoration included the bleaching, cleaning, repair, re-pointing and staining to proper
color effect of all travertine stone effect throughout synagogue interior: restoration of all scagliola imitation marble columns; restoration of grillwork; refinishing of woodwork; complete restoration of gold accents. The
stained glass windows were repaired, cleaned and polished. The central bay was completely restored inclusive
of the ark, mosaic, red marble columns, marble appointments and all woodwork within.
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Congregation Beth Israel - West Hartford, CT
Mr. Eric J. Lessne, House Committee Chairman

Above Left: Mr. Eric J. Lessne addresses the Bima restoration work in progress. Above Right: Closeup of restored
capital. Below: Extensive steel scaffolding was erected throughout the temple to address the interior repairs
required. Below right: Joseph Brzuszek executes restoration of gold accents.
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St Francis of Assisi - Astoria, NY
Rev. Msgr. Ralph J. Maresca, Pastor

After
A fire within the sanctuary necessitated the interior restoration of this beautiful Church. Restoration work
included the washing and varnishing of the wood ceiling and wood paneling throughout; re-painting of all plaster surfaces on walls and ceiling; replacement of the damaged sanctuary wood floor; cleaning and polishing of
all stained glass windows throughout the Church; restoration of all Stations of the Cross and Statues. The tabernacle was relocated to center of Sanctuary using the existing Ambo as pedestal and redesigning same for that
purpose.

Before
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St Francis of Assisi - Astoria, NY
Rev. Msgr. Ralph J. Maresca, Pastor
Top Left:
With introduction of
decorative effects we
redesigned the reredos
behind the new location
for tabernacle.
Top Right:
The Baptismal Font was
redesigned to receive
drain and water circulation.

Bottom Left:
The existing lectern
was modified to serve
as Ambo on the floor
level of Sanctuary.
Bottom Right:
The Celebrant Chair
was
re-upholstered,
refinished and relocated
to the right side of the
Sanctuary.
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St. Francis of Assisi - South Windsor, CT
Rev. Jeremiah N. Murasso, Pastor

After
Total renovation included Painting & Decorating, the introduction of new porcelain tile flooring throughout the
entire Church, sanctuary floor modification, refinishing of all woodwork including pews and the introduction of
decorative effects to further enhance the architecture of this beautiful Church. A new Altar, Ambo, Celebrant Chair
and Pedestal for Tabernacle adorn the newly designed worship platform.

Before
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St. Francis of Assisi - South Windsor, CT
Rev. Jeremiah N. Murasso, Pastor

The tabernacle was relocated to the center of the
Church on a raised platform with a newly fabricated St. Francis Cross.
Above and Right: Closeups of Celebrant Chair,
Ambo, Pedestal for
Tabernacle and Altar.
Bottom Left: Extensive
Scaffolding is erected to
initiate the restoration.
Bottom Center: Mr.
D’Ambrosio directs
Richard Tavarez in the
placement of decorative
effects.
Right: Father Murasso,
Mr. D’Ambrosio and Mr.
Schroeder met regularly
to review the work in
progress.
Bottom Right: Antonio
Moledo, Mr. D’Ambrosio
and his daughter, Carla
discussing sanctuary
platform work.
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St. Francis of Assisi - South Windsor, CT
Rev. Jeremiah N. Murasso, Pastor

Located left and right of the sanctuary are the newly designed St. Francis of Assisi Shrine and Our Lady of Fatima
Shrine. Newly designed decorative effects and accent flooring modifications were introduced to receive existing
candle-stands. The original Baptismal Font was cleaned, polished and relocated to the front of the Church. The
original wood carved statues found in storage were restored and reintroduced to the rear wall of the Church on
decorative backgrounds consistent with the overall Church renovation.

We would like to express our gratitude and appreciation to
Joseph Bilotta, our designer for the past 35 years. He has been
actively involved in the renovation of over 500 Churches up to
and including the year 2006. Working with Mr. Anthony
D’Ambrosio, he has been instrumental in assisting with the
transformation of many traditional Church interiors to conform
to the new Vatican II directives.

